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November 4, 2018 

Revelation 21:1-6a 

John 11:32-44    The end of life 

 

Death is always there, waiting for us. We know it is, but we try not to 

think about it too much. We try not to talk about death too often, but it’s 

always there, waiting for us. From the far away tragedies we see on the 

news. To the loss of our next-door neighbor. To the close and personal 

heart-break when a loved one leaves. Death is there; it’s always there. 

It’s a part of life; like the period at the end of a sentence, it’s always 

there. We might forget it for a time or try to ignore it or deny that it will 

happen to us and those we love. But the truth is Death is there, waiting 

for us. Life has an end.  

Today, we celebrate All Saints’ Day. And we remember those who have 

died. And left this life for a life beyond. We remember that life here has 

an end. It has a conclusion. Things here will not go on forever as they 

are. We will not go on forever in this world. Death will come even for 

those with faith. Even for those who trust in Jesus and are close to Jesus, 

their lives will come to an end. Death is there waiting for everyone.  
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We see this in the story of Lazarus today, that death comes for everyone. 

Even Jesus’ closest friends. Even Lazarus. Lazarus had spent a lot of 

time with Jesus. He had had him over at his house all the time. He ate 

with Jesus and drank with Jesus. He spent hours talking with Jesus. And 

yet, Lazarus got sick and died; too soon, too young. Even though Jesus 

knew that he wasn’t well. And Mary and Martha begged Jesus to come 

and make him better, to stave off death for a while. But Jesus didn’t 

come. When he did come, he didn’t come in time. He didn’t stop death. 

If you had been here, said Mary, you could have saved him. With your 

kind of power, you could have made Lazarus live, said the crowds. But 

Lazarus died. Because every life has an end. Because Jesus doesn’t stop 

us from experiencing death, even when we believe in him. 

Life has an end. And Jesus doesn’t save us from the end. And he doesn’t 

give us any reason as to the when or the why of death. We are left with 

Mary and Martha trying to make sense of it. That maybe this is part of 

God’s plan. That we are creatures and death is a necessary part of 

creation. That it’s nothing personal. Think if nothing died. Think how 

difficult it would be for new things to grow if the old was still there. Or 
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maybe through death, God is teaching us something. That life has a 

conclusion, it has an end. And maybe if we know there is an end to life, 

we will be more careful and more respectful and pay more attention. 

“Tell me, says the poet Mary Oliver, what is it you plan to do with your 

one wild and precious life?”1 Because life is precious. It is here and then 

it is gone. Even for the faithful. Even for the good and righteous. And 

we get one shot to do the best we can. Maybe that’s what God wants us 

to remember. 

But whatever the reason, our lives have an end. They have a conclusion. 

So we want our lives to be about something. We want them to mean 

something. And Mary and Martha didn’t want this to be how things 

ended for Lazarus. They wanted more for him. They wanted more. And I 

guess that’s what we want too. When we face death, we all think about 

the more that we want. Is this all there is?, we ask. Remember Ebenezer 

Scrooge in the story A Christmas Carol? Scrooge sees the end of his life 

and he finally understands what life is about. He sees that if his life isn’t 

                                                           
1 The Summer Day, by Mary Oliver 
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about more, he will die as a miserly, selfish old man that nobody mourns 

or misses. And when Scrooge sees this end, and stands over his lonely 

grave, he understands. Life has an end. It has a conclusion. It has a goal. 

So what will his goal be? What will his life be about? And death asks us 

the same question. What will our lives be about? What will others say 

our goal was? Will others miss us and remember us well when we are 

gone? 

Life has a conclusion. It has an end. And it has a finale. And that finale 

is painful, even when we have faith. Even though we believe in God and 

we are friends with Jesus, like Mary and Martha, death still happens, and 

it still means we lose something. We might think that as faithful people, 

we shouldn’t feel sad about death. We should toughen up and get over it 

and put our faith in God. But Mary and Martha were sad about losing 

Lazarus. And their friends and neighbors were sad with them. Notice in 

our scripture that they came to mourn with them. In Jewish tradition, 

you sit with the family that has lost a loved one. You sit in the sadness 

for days. Without trying to change it.  That’s what they are doing now in 

Pittsburgh. People are grieving for the families of the 11 people killed in 
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their own synagogue. They are sitting in sadness together and they aren’t 

telling one another to get over it.  They aren’t saying to each other: He’s 

in a better place. Or “God needed another angel” or “at least there’s no 

more suffering.”  “Don’t be sad. Don’t feel hurt. Don’t be upset about 

your loss.” Without meaning to, that’s what we might be telling people. 

Death isn’t a big deal. But we could learn something from Mary and 

Martha here. We could learn something from Jewish tradition here of 

sitting with one another in grief. Because faith that can’t be disappointed 

isn’t faith. Love that can’t be hurt isn’t love. We need to be companions 

to people who have lost others and who are grieving. We need to sit with 

them, without trying to change them. 

The end has a finale. Life has a conclusion and we can be upset that 

death might show up when we aren’t ready. We can be angry that it 

might show up in the form of a gunman at school or at the grocery store. 

We can be upset that death might come in the form of cancer or a car 

accident. We can be afraid that death will take us apart, piece by piece, 

our body, then our mind, then our spirit. The end will come, but if we 

don’t let people talk about it, if we deny death and the sorrow and 
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separation, then we deny love. We deny how much love means. 

According to Jesus, it’s OK to be upset about death. It’s OK to weep. 

Jesus wept when he saw Mary and Martha; and when he saw the sad 

crowds, and when he saw Lazarus’ tomb sealed shut, Jesus wept. He felt 

the grief of Mary and Martha. He felt the grief with them for the end that 

had come too soon and too quick. 

Life has an end. It has a conclusion. But it also has a completion. Life 

doesn’t just stop. In Jesus, life comes to its final resting place. In Jesus, 

Life is finished and made whole. You know how your life can feel 

fractured and broken sometimes? Like it’s out of place and out of whack 

and you can’t put it back together no matter how hard you try? Have you 

ever felt like that? Jesus tells us, yes, I know life isn’t what it should be. 

Death is not the end and it does not have the last word. I do, says Jesus. 

Roll the stone away from the tomb. Lazarus come out! This isn’t where 

life ends. You aren’t going to stay in that grave. Because everything 

begins and ends in me.” 

In Jesus, our lives are completed. They are finally put together. And oh, 

wow, do we wish for that ‘put together’ moment. For that time when 
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everything will be OK. When relationships are repaired. And friends are 

friends again. And we can feel joy and hope and that the future is 

assured. When life is full and whole and nothing is missing. And that’s 

the life God wants for us, Jesus says. The life God offers, when we no 

longer feel fractured. When we no longer feel lost. When we no longer 

feel separated or estranged from love. In God, all the brokenness will be 

healed, and everything will be put beck together. In God, life is 

complete. In God, our lives will find their end. 

That’s what John of Patmos is saying to the early Christians in his letter 

that we call Revelation. These faithful people in the first century were 

living in a world where death was everywhere. They lived day to day 

with the end of life nearby. With the high probability that their children 

would die. With the low probability that they would survive diseases. 

Then add to that the persecution by the Roman government and their 

periodic decisions to kill Christians. Death was always there waiting and 

it seemed like the end of their story. Like so many today living close to 

death. Who know the loss of loved ones to war in Syria and terror in El 

Salvador and murder by madmen with guns in our own country. The 
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early Christians lived with death close at hand, and they were sad and 

angry and afraid that this is how things would end. But John of Patmos 

writes to them to tell them about a vision he had. Of how death was not 

the end. It was not the conclusion to their story. It was not the 

completion of God’s creation. The end, the completion of everything 

was in Christ. Beyond this, beyond death, there was God. And their lives 

would no longer feel empty or broken. They would no longer feel 

separated and estranged from love. Death would be no more. Mourning 

would be no more. Crying and pain would be no more. There was going 

to be a conclusion, an end to the end of things. That end, that resting 

place, that finish line was in Jesus. “I am the Alpha and Omega says 

Jesus. I am the beginning and THE END.” 

Life has an end. It has a conclusion. And a finale. And a completion. 

And it is in Christ. And we are to live every day with that end in mind. 

As if this is where life is headed. As if this is where we are at home. This 

is the end for us. This is the goal of life, to love goodness, to love 

kindness, to love justice. To love our neighbors as ourselves. To love our 

enemies. The end of our lives, the conclusion of our lives is in Christ. So 
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we can’t keep our lives to ourselves. We hand it over to God. Every day, 

we put our trust in God. Living by faith and hope, knowing life does not 

end with what we have or who we know or how high we have climbed 

up the ladder of success. Our lives are concluded and completed in God. 

I am the beginning and the end, says Jesus. The alpha and the omega. 

Today, let us remember those whose lives have ended and ended in 

Christ. Let us remember their stories. And their faithfulness. And how 

their lives pointed to something more. How they taught us to look for 

more. Let us remember that we are still connected by love and by the 

same God who laid down his life for us in Jesus Christ. Let us remember 

that life begins and ends in the love of God. And nothing can separate us 

from it. Not even death. Because the end will come. The end of 

everything will come, But in the end, we will never be separated from 

life. We will never be separated from God. We too will find our 

conclusion, our completion in love. 


